Bloomberg

High Yield - Sales and Trader

Press enter after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

News
NSE
Search news/reports/multimedia
READ
View Bloomberg's most read news
MNI
Display most read news stories by topic
MNI BON
Display the most read bond stories
TOP
Find top BLOOMBERG NEWS stories
TOP BON
Display the day's top bonds stories
NI HYL
View high-yield bond news
NI DBON
Distressed Corporate Bond news
NI BCY
Bankruptcies news

Economic Data
WECO
Access a world economic calendar menu
ESNP
Find global economic statistics summaries
WE
Analyze key economic data worldwide
CECO/EVNT
Customize an economic events calendar

Fixed Income Monitors
HYM
Menu of high yield bond market functions
CMOV
Best and worst CDS performers by sector
WB
Display/analyze/compare bond data
WBF
Monitor world bond futures
IM
Bond monitors by country
TRAC
TRACE-reported corporate trade data
TMAL
Display most actively traded corporate bonds by TRACE volume
BBT
Access the Bloomberg Bondtrader
WWCC
View the worldwide credit crunch menu
DIS
Display distressed bonds
DISS
Distressed debt markets

Broad Market Monitors
WEI
Monitor world equity indices
WEIF
Monitor world equity index futures
CBQ
Market summary by country
IBQ
Industry analysis monitor
BLP
Custom monitors

Fixed Income Searches
SRCH
Create custom bond searches
SRCM
Access a menu of search functions

Curve Analysis
YCRV
Perform yield curve analysis
FMC
Analyze fair market sector curves
FMCI
Display a menu of fair market indices from around the world
CURV
Analyze fair market curves

Bond Watch - New Issues
NIM
Monitor bond and equity offerings
III
Information for the new issue bond markets

Calendars
CACT
Class Actions and Corporate Action Filings
CAL
Access a global event calendar menu
CDR
Display global calendars
EVTS
Access transcripts of corporate events

Credit Ratings
RATC
Search for credit ratings changes
RATD
Access ratings scales and definitions
*CRPR
Current/historical fixed-income ratings
RATT
Display trends for credit ratings

Electronic Trading
ET
Electronic Trading main menu

Security Analysis
*DES
Corporate securities description page
*RELS
Display all related securities
*MCN
Company specific most read news stories
*ALLQ
Monitor contributor price sources
*YTC
Calculate yields to call
*DDIS
Display a company's debt maturity profile
*AGGD
Search for institutional exposure
*RSKC
Display company risk
*CAST
Display a company's debt and obligation(s) to equity holders

Bloomberg Law
LITI
View a company's litigation snapshot
BLBK
Bankruptcy law